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Abstract—Dynamic Frequency Scaling (DFS) is a technique
related to dynamically changing the clock frequency of hard-
ware modules during their operation. This paper demonstrates
integrating DFS technique into an open-source RISC-V pro-
cessor and used it as a simple, cost-effective countermeasure
against Simple Power Analysis attack. The integrated processor
is implemented in Sakura-X FPGA board [1] for experiments.
Results from experiments show that the DFS module can cover up
sensitive information in measured power traces while hardware
resources requirements of the processor are virtually unchanged.

Index Terms—DFS, RISC-V processor, SPA, SCA
I. INTRODUCTION

Embedded systems are becoming more and more popular,
especially with applications that require security. In these
systems, general purpose processors are widely used due
to matured and useful software. However, general purpose
processors are extremely vulnerable to side channel attacks,
which use leaked information from heat, sound, time, electro-
magnetic radiations or power consumption to retrieve secret
keys used in cryptographic operations [2]. The most effective
side channel attacks are Power Analysis attacks. They include
Simple Power Analysis (SPA) attack, Differential Power Anal-
ysis (DPA) attack [3] and Correlation Power Analysis (CPA)
attack [4]. Practically, SPA relates to visual observation on the
power traces of the processor when it executes cryptographic
functions. It allows attackers to gather basic information about
the type and timing of cryptography algorithms [5]. Based
on that information, attackers can decide to deploy more
complicate and powerful attacks such as DPA or CPA to
compromise security of entire system.

Various software-based and hardware-based countermea-
sures against power analysis attack has been proposed.
Hardware-based approaches tend to be more straightforward
and applicable across different platforms since they try to
solve the problems at physic-level of the systems. For ex-
ample, some hardware-based countermeasures are increasing
noise [6], flattening current consumption [7], adding filters
[8]. However, these hardware-based solutions are often not
available for embedded cryptosystems with general purpose
processors since these processors typically are fixed, commer-
cial products. Therefore, security of these systems can only
rely on software-based countermeasures such as dummy code
insertion [9] or intermediate data masking [10].
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Recently, the open-source hardware instruction set archi-
tecture (ISA) named RISC-V is freely published by RISC-V
Foundation. Many open-source RISC-V processor designs are
also available, which allows designers to improve security of
their embedded systems with effective hardware-based coun-
termeasures. As a consequence, the security feature of these
systems will become more transparent with software devel-
opers or high-level users. Dynamic Frequency Scaling (DFS)
is a hardware-based countermeasure used to counter power
analysis attack. This technique involves distorting power traces
measured in both time axis and amplitude axis. Results in
[11] shows that it can blocks SPA and DPA attacks on DES
algorithm executed by a crypto-processor. In this paper, DFS
technique is applied to the U500-Freedom platform, an open-
source general-purpose RISC-V processor. Special designed
FPGA board for side channel attack is used for implementing
the DFS integrated RISC-V processor and evaluating effec-
tiveness of this countermeasure. As an early work, this paper
only focuses on countering SPA attack.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
briefly describes the target RISC-V processor and implemen-
tation of DFS technique. Next, setup and measuring results
of experiments on Sakura-X FPGA board [1] are shown
in Section III. Section IV discusses some properties of the
proposed solution. Finally, conclusion and future works are
given in Section V.

II. PROPOSED SOLUTION

A. U500-Freedom Platform
The U500-Freedom platform is an open-source RTL design

of a 64-bit RISC-V multicore CPU. It is created by SiFive.
U500-Freedom platform source code is available on their
github page. Initially, the U500-Freedom platform is designed
to be mapped into Xilinx Virtex-7 VC707 FPGA Evaluation
Kit for customization, development and evaluation. The plat-
form is capable of booting Linux autonomously and can be
controlled via an external debug. It also supports multicore,
cache coherence architecture, various high speed and basic
peripherals.

Fig. 1 described the block diagram of the U500-Freedom
platform. With default configuration, the platform includes
four 64-bit Rocket cores [12], private L1 caches for each
core. Each core and its private caches are wrapped into a
module called RocketTile. Besides, the platform also consisted
of many other modules such as shared L2 cache, memories,
peripherals. All of them can communicate with each other
by using a free and open chip-scale interconnect standard



Fig. 1: Block diagram of U500-Freedom platform with default
configuration.

named TileLink. This standard provides multi-master, multi-
slaves communication interfaces and was designed for RISC-V
System-on-Chip. As illustrated in Fig. 1, TileLink connections
between modules are indicated by arrows from Master to
Slave. By using TileLink, the platform is classified as a
physically addressed, share-memory system.

When implemented into Xilinx Virtex-7 VC707 FPGA
Evaluation Kit, the whole platform is synchronized and fed
by a PLL generated clock signal. Actual test results on Xilinx
Virtex-7 VC707 FPGA Evaluation Kit show that the frequency
of the system clock can reach up to maximum value of
150MHz.

B. Integrating DFS technique into U500-Freedom

Since not only the RTL design of U500-Freedom platform
but also its interconnect standard implementation is open
sources, the platform can be easily modified. The proposed
system architecture is shown in Fig. 2. DFS Control Reg and
Clock Divider module are added to the platform. DFS Control
Reg module contains several registers which are addressed
in shared-memory space. The outputs of these registers are
used as input of Clock Divider module so that Rocket cores
are capable of tuning operating mode and settings of Clock
Divider module. Clock Divider module receives settings from
DFS Control Reg and generates output clock signals from its
input clock. Each of these output clock signals are fed to a
RocketTile. Different colored dashed boxes in Fig. 2 indicate
different clock domains and which modules are included
in them. The TileLink interconnects between RocketTiles
and system bus are changed from Synchronous Crossing to
Asynchronous Crossing since they are connecting modules
from different clock domains. Since each core utilizes an

Fig. 2: Block diagram of DFS-integrated platform.

independent TileLink connection to system bus, operating
clock frequencies of all cores are independent of each other.

The Clock Divider module is designed to operate in manual
or autonomous mode. In manual mode, clock output for any
specific RocketTile could be scaled down from PLL generated
clock. Scaling ratio, output selection values are stored in
DFS Control Reg and could be dynamically updated by any
Rocket core. Scaling ratio is designed to be integer so that
output clock frequency is a factor of input clock frequency.
In autonomous mode, output clock frequencies are alternately
changed between predefined states every fixed period of
time. A predefined state is a combination of n independent
clock frequencies, where n is number of Rocket cores. Each
frequency is applied to a output clock port. Since TileLink
connections between cores and system bus are asynchronous,
clock frequencies for any core of a predefined state could be
any factor of the input clock signal.

III. EXPERIMENT

A. Experiment Setup

U500-Freedom platform with integrated DFS modules is
mapped into Sakura-X FPGA board [1] for further experi-
ments. A Xilinx Kintex-7 XC7K160T FPGA and probe points
for measuring its power supply for internal logic gates are
available on Sakura-X board. Therefore, the power consump-
tion of the U500-Freedom platform which is side channel
information can be easily observed. The number of Rocket
cores is reduced to maximum of 2 cores in order to fit the
proposed platform into XC7K160T FPGA chip.

Experiment setup are shown in Fig. 3. Kintex-7 XC7K160T
FPGA is loaded with the modified U500-Freedom platform.
External SPI MicroSD Card and UART modules are connected
with the platform via header CN8. An open-source imple-
mentation of AES-128 written in C [13] is compiled, stored
in MicroSD Card while UART module is used to print out
boot log, softwares output to an UART terminal on another
monitoring PC. A GPIO pin of U500-Freedom platform is also
mapped to header CN8 and used as trigger signal. It indicates
whether platform is executing AES encryption or not. Power
consumption waveform can be measured by oscilloscope.
Channel 3 of oscilloscope is connected to J19 of Sakura-
X board via a SMA-BNC 50Ω cable. J19 is the SMA jack
that connected to VCCINT1V, the voltage supply of FPGAs
internal logic cells. Channel 2 grabs trigger signal via a typical

Fig. 3: Experiment setup to measure power traces.



(a) Measured power trace when Rocket core clock is 100MHz.
(b) Measured power trace when Rocket core clock is 50MHz.

(c) Measured power trace when Rocket core clock is 33.33MHz. (d) Measured power trace when Rocket core clock is 25MHz.

Fig. 4: Measured power traces when Rocket core clock is fixed at various frequencies.
passive probe. At rising edge of trigger signal, power traces
from channel 3 are captured and saved for later evaluation.
For channel 2, vertical scale is set to 1V/div and offset is set
to 820mV. For channel 3, vertical scale is set to 2mV/div and
offset is set to -990mV.

B. Measured Results

On Kintex-7 XC7K160T, PLL generates a 100MHz clock
signal for U500-Freedom platform excluding the RocketTiles.
In various cases of DFS setting, power traces of the U500-
Freedom platform are captured and shown in Fig. 4 and
Fig. 5. AES-128 encryption is executed sequentially by one
Rocket core. Fig. 4a shows the power trace measured from
oscilloscope when Rocket core uses 100MHz clock signal
generated from Clock Divider module. Channel 2 signal shows
that AES encryption executed in approximately 58µs or 5600
clock cycles. Only during encrypting time interval, there is
pattern of 10 peaks appeared in power trace measured in Chan-
nel 3 that matched with 10 rounds of AES-128 encryption.
There is no peak occurred outside that time interval. Voltage
level of collected power trace varies in range from 985mV to
990mV. When Rocket core clock reduced to 50MHz, channel 3
measured power trace that shown in Fig. 4b. Similar to power
trace shown in Fig. 4a, 10 peaks are easily observed. However,
in this case, the voltage level is in range from 984mV to
993mV. The power traces measured when clock frequency
of Rocket core is 33.33MHz and 25MHz also has similar
properties as respectively illustrated in Fig. 4c and Fig. 4d.
Fig. 4 indicates that changes in clock frequency of Rocket
core cause significant changes in voltage level and peak to
peak voltage swing of measured power traces. The peak to
peak voltage swing would increase several times, for example

1.8 times when core clock frequency scaled down by 2 and 2.8
times when core clock frequency scaled down by 3. Therefore,
when Clock Divider module operates in autonomous mode,
voltage level and peak to peak voltage swing are also alter-
nately changed according to Rocket core clock frequencies.
Power trace of U500-Freedom platform measured in this case
is shown in Fig. 5. As an example, in this experiment, Rocket
core clock is periodically changed every 256 clock cycles of
100MHz system clock, alternately between 100MHz, 50MHz,
33.33MHz and 25MHz. The average core frequency of this
example could be considered as 52.0833MHz. Peak pattern
related to 10 rounds of AES-128 can not be visually observed
in Fig. 5a whether channel 2 signal is triggered or not. Fig. 5b
shows that power trace voltage level and voltage swing are also
alternated every 2.56µs.

Resource utilization of the proposed platform is shown in
Table I. The most critical resource is LUT. Entire proposed
platform, which includes two Rocket cores, utilizes nearly
70% number of LUT available in Kintex-7 XC7K160T FPGA
on Sakura-X board. Most of used LUT are spent on these
cores, around 25% each. Meanwhile, the proposed Clock
Divider module only requires 0.03% of available LUT and
0.01% of available FF.

IV. DISCUSSIONS

Results from previous section is obtained by utilizing a
specific, simple design of Clock Divider module. In its au-
tonomous mode, the clock frequency alternation period is
fixed to 256 clock cycles of system clock. However, this
frequency alternation period can be flexible. System designers
are free to design their own module with alternation period
that suited their system requirements. Besides, the frequency



(a) Measured power trace of full AES-128 encrypting interval. (b) Measured power trace at the start of AES-128 encrypting interval.
Fig. 5: Measured power trace when Clock Divider module operates in autonomous mode.

TABLE I: Post-implementation utilization.

Resource Available
Proposed U500-Freedom platform RocketTile module Clock Divider module
Utilization Utilization% Utilization Utilization% Utilization Utilization%

LUT 101,400 68,124 67.18 25,557 25.20 27 0.03

LUTRAM 35,000 3,037 8.68 112 0.32 0 0

FF 202,800 42,585 21.00 14,403 7.10 22 0.01

BRAM 325 50 15.38 24 7.38 0 0

DSP 600 30 5.00 15 2.50 0 0

MMCM 8 2 25.00 0 0 0 0

PLL 8 1 12.50 0 0 0 0

alternation period can even be dynamically changed during
system operations by using same design concept that allows
dynamic changing of clock scaling ratio in proposed platform.
Furthermore, since frequency alternation is independent with
cryptographic encryption, applying DFS will cause severe
misalignment, in both time and amplitude, between all mea-
sured power traces. This misalignment may not be enough
to prevent DPA but it will significantly increase the number
of power traces required to retrieve a secret key. Lastly,
applying DFS does not affect the cache coherency of U500-
Freedom platform. The cache coherence is maintained by
the policies [14] and actual open-source implementation of
TileLink interconnects between modules in platform.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

This article demonstrates using Dynamic Frequency Scaling
technique as a countermeasure against Simple Power Analysis
attack for RISC-V processor. Implementation results on FPGA
show that simple DFS technique can cover sensitive operations
of processor from visual observation on power consumption
traces while hardware requirement is virtually unchanged. The
drawback of applying DFS technique is that average clock
frequency of RISC-V processor is significantly reduced. Future
works will focus on minimizing this disadvantage and evaluate
effectiveness of using DFS technique against more complicate
power attack analysis, such as Differential Power Analysis
attack.
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